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Abstract: The grid security has become a popular topic in both academia and industry. The efficient monitoring of overhead 
transmission line is particularly important. This paper focuses on monitoring network design for overhead transmission line in 
smart grid by using wireless sensor network (WSN). For this purpose, a large number of nodes are deployed along the overhead 
transmission line, which collect and send data periodically. To make the data transmission to the control center in timely and 
effectively manner, some certain relay nodes are chosen to install cellular modules which are usually expensive. A novel model is 
proposed which considers the network cost and transmission delay simultaneously, and then the deployment problem of cellular 
modules in the actual operation can be transformed into an integer liner programming ( ILP ) problem, so that the optimal number 
and location of cellular modules can be determined. The objective function can be obtained through weighted stack of 
normalized network cost and transmission delay. There is a tradeoff between network cost and transmission delay, which can be 
determined according to the different requirements of users. The numerical simulation results show that the solution can reduce 
the transmission delay and control cost effectively.  
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1 Introduction 
In recent years, the grid security is receiving a tremendous 

scientific interest, and many results have been reported. Grid 
intellectualization has become an international trend. The 
smart grid is a modern electric power-grid infrastructure for 
improved efficiency, reliability, and safety, with smooth 
integration of renewable and alternative energy sources, 
through automated control and modern communication 
technologies [1, 2, 3]. 

Currently, the electric power infrastructure is highly 
vulnerable to many natural and malicious attacks which 
could in turn affect the overall performance and stability of 
power grid [1]. Therefore, real-time monitoring and control 
of power infrastructure are extremely important. Human 
inspection, current major maintenance method of 
transmission line, is time-consuming, exhausting and 
inefficient [4]. On the other hand, the wired monitoring 
systems   require  to  install  expensive communication cables 
and need to maintain regularly, thus, they are not widely 
implemented nowadays because of their high cost [3]. Hence, 
there is an urgent need for cost-effective wireless monitoring 
and diagnostic systems which can improve system reliability 
and efficiency [5]. A promising WSN technology will 
facilitate efficient communication for monitoring electric 
power infrastructure [6]. WSN has received much attention 
in the past decades due to the extensive applications in many 
areas. WSN, consisting of a large number of low-cost and 
micro sensor nodes deployed in the monitoring area, is a 
multi-hop and self-organization network formed through 
wireless communication mode. In this network, the 
supervisors can get the information everywhere in the 
network and the data is transferred in the route build up by 
the nodes [7]. When using the WSN to monitor overhead 
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transmission line, it is necessary to send the measured data to 
the relay node, and then to the control center, thus 
transmission delay would be produced. In order to send the 
received data by relay node to the control center, it is 
required to choose some relay nodes as representative nodes 
to install cellular modules. However, the costs of installation 
and maintenance of cellular modules are very expensive [8]. 
In order to optimize network cost, we need to consider 
comprehensively the number and location of cellular 
modules. In fact, it is not possible to achieve the minimum 
network cost and the minimum transmission delay 
simultaneously, that is, there is a tradeoff between 
transmission delay and network cost. The goal of this paper 
is to optimize the transmission delay and network cost. How 
the data measured on transmission line can be delivered 
real-timely and economically to the control center, becomes 
a major challenge for a WSN deployment. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Sections 2, the related work about the transmission line 
monitoring system in smart grid is reviewed. Then Section 
III describes how to build network model. Section IV 
presents performance evaluation. Finally we conclude our 
work with some future directions in Section V. 

2 Related Work 
Recently, there have been great research efforts for power 

transmission line monitoring using WSN. To mention a few, 
Yang et al. proposed the usage of WSN  for the first time to 
monitor overhead transmission line in [9].Yang et al. further 
realized a prototype of the power line sensor to prove its 
feasibility [10]. But they did not study how the sensors are 
connected to each other. The authors of [11,12] proposed a 
linear network model for supporting the applications of 
overhead transmission line monitoring firstly. Performance 
evaluation of linear network model showed [6] that this 
model is not able to delivery data information in time. It not 
only could produce a lot of delay, also can create great load 
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imbalance. Therefore, linear network model is not sufficient 
to support the rapid and extensive communication 
requirements in smart grid. In order to reduce the delay of 
information delivery, it is necessary to set up a direct 
wireless link from some relay nodes to the control center. By 
this way, information collected by the relay node can be 
directly sent to the control center. Since the long distances 
between poles and control center, maybe thousands of 
miles the direct link between them depends on the cellular 
technology. On the basis of linear network model, [13] 
proposed a reconfigurable network model to research for the 
optimal placement problem of direct wireless link. However, 
the model is highly dependent on symmetry, which can't be 
applied to the actual conditions. In [8], authors put forward a 
hybrid hierarchical network structure and gave a general 
expression, to minimize the network cost while meeting the 
bandwidth and delay constraints, and to resolve the 
asymmetric data flow bandwidth requirements and irregular 
cellular coverage at the same time. 

In this paper, we study the monitoring issue of the 
overhead transmission line based on WSN in a smart grid, 
and consider the installation and maintenance costs of 
cellular modules in the design of WSN. Besides, we 
transform the deployment problem of cellular module in the 
actual operation into an integer liner programming (ILP) 
problem and take the requirements that transmission delay 
and coverage of cellular modules need to satisfy as constraint 
conditions to search for the optimal number and location of 
cellular modules. The numerical simulation results show that 
the proposed method can greatly improve the overall 
performance of the network.  

3 Network Model 
Designing a robust wireless data communication network 

needs to consider various factors, including delay, cost, 
flexibility, etc. Because cost is one of the most important 
reasons for the construction of smart grid, especially under 
the condition of immature technologies, we would take more 
consideration of the cost of building network. The relay node 
collects and sends data periodically. We ought to send the 
data to the control center as soon as possible, especially for 
emergencies. Therefore, it is required to minimize the delay 
of sending data as much as possible. How the data measured 
on transmission line can be delivered real-timely and 
economically to the control center, becomes a major 
challenge for WSN deployment. 

In a smart grid, overhead transmission line connects two 
substations by poles, and a large number of sensor nodes 
(such as wind speed sensors, temperature and humidity 
sensors, tension sensors, tilt sensors etc.) are deployed along 
the transmission line for the usage of collecting data 
information. For easy deployment, these nodes are usually 
placed near the pole and it is necessary to install a relay node 
on each pole used for gathering and processing information 
of surrounding nodes. These nodes on transmission line send 
the collected data information to the relay node of pole. 

In this section, Fig.1 is a network of transmission line 
placement graph. In Fig.1, the block represents the control 
center CC whereas triangles represent two substations 

1 2,SS SS .In addition, white circle stands for relay node and 

black cycle represents relay node installed cellular module. 
We divide the relay nodes into several groups, and each 
group from the second group to the last but one chooses a 
representative node to install cellular module, then the relay 
node in the same group send the information to 
representative node or substation hop-by-hop. 
Representative nodes send the collected information to the 
control center through GSM or 3G network, while substation 
send the information to the control center through the optical 
fiber cable technology. 

 In this paper, we do not consider the energy consumption 
of relay node, that is, each relay node can get enough energy 
by magnetic field. Magnetic field power supply can not only 
prolong the network lifetime, also can enhance the reliability 
of the network [14]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Placement graph 

3.1 Problem Formulation 

In this subsection, the transmission line is modeled as a 
directed graph, ,G V E , as shown in Fig.1. Where, 
V represents the set of vertices and E represents the set of 
edges. The set of vertices contains a control center CC , 
two substations 1 2,SS SS  and n relay nodes installed on 
poles, and each vertex connects through different edge. In 
detail, the control center is connected with substation via 
Ethernet or optical fiber. The poles are connected with 
substations via wireless Zigbee, as well as each pole. It is 
necessary to determine a more effective way to transfer the 
data. Based on this case, we look for some relay nodes as 
representative nodes to install cellular module, and ensure 
that these nodes can send the data to the control center 
through cellular network. How to search for the optimal 
number and location of cellular modules becomes a crucial 
problem of our study. 

The authors of [13] assumed that all the poles are same 
and collect the same amount of data from nearby sensors, 
which completely dependent on the symmetry of 
underlying network infrastructure and cellular 
infrastructure. However, because of the complexity of the 
actual situation, several factors may bring in asymmetry. 
In addition, the authors develop a quadratic equation 
method to solve the number of cellular modules and to 
determine their locations. Roots of quadratic equation are 
rounded off, which could lead to incorrect results since its 
roots must be integer. 

 In this paper, a general formula is proposed to find the 
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optimal number and location of cellular modules required 
to install by improving the method of [13]. 

3.2 Problem solving 

In this subsection, we first consider the transmission delay, 
then consider the network cost, and finally determine the 
number of the cellular modules required to install. 

Suppose that there are n  relay nodes, we put the n  nodes 
into 3g g n  different groups, where each group has ir  
nodes, then select a relay node in each group (from 2nd  to 

1 thg group) as representative node to install cellular 
module. Other nodes of the group must send the data to the 
representative node, while the nodes of the first and the last 
group send data to the substation hop by hop. In order to 
cover the nodes as much as possible, we usually place the 
representative nodes on the center of a group.  

During the process of data transmission, a certain 
transmission delay is produced. Due to the wireless channel 
is a shared medium, channel access latency will be produced 
for avoiding collision. If the channel has already been 
occupied by other equipment, in order to avoid data packet 
conflicts, the device must be waiting. The most common 
medium access mechanism is channel sense medium 
access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). For a typical sensor 
network, CSMA/CA average access time, denoted  by , is 
about  41ms [6]. So, the total delay includes two parts: one  is  
transmission  delay, the other is channel access delay. For the 
difference of data transmission rate in various mediums and 
the difference of amount of data, it is possible to make a 
difference in the delay.  

The 1st group and thg group transmit data through 
Zigbee, and the time delay is as follows. 

CA

Zig 1 1

1 1, 1
i i

i

r r

i i ij
k j r k

t t r D i g
v

 

where CAt is the average channel access time with 
CSMA/CA. ir  represents the number of nodes in thi  group. 

ijD is the amount of data of thj  node in thi  group. Zigv   
represents the data transmission rate of Zigbee. 

Nodes on both sides of the representative node in 
th 2, 11i i g  group need to transmit data to the 

representative node. Since the amount of data they collect is 
different, transmission delay on both sides may be different. 
Suppose that the number of relay nodes on both sides of the 
representative nodes in thi group are 1ir  and 2ir , respectively, 
so the number of relay nodes in thi group is 1 2 1i i ir r r . 
The delay produced on both sides of the representative nodes 
while transmitting data to the representative nodes are 
represented by 1it  and 2it , respectively. 
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In order to ensure that data of both sides can be sent to the 
representative nodes, we adopt 1 2max ,i it t  to calculate 
delay in thi  group. Combining (2), we can get the delay 
produced in thi  group during the process of transmitting 
data to the control center is as follows.  

GSM

1 2
1

1max , , 2,3, 1 31
i

i i i ij
j

r
t t t D i g

v
 
where GSMv  represents the data transmission rate of GSM 
wireless communication. Relay node sends data periodically, 
in each round of report, the delay should be calculated 
according to the maximum delay of all groups, that is, the 
total delay in a report can be expressed as follows .  

 
total max , 1, 2, ,,it t i g  

 
Cost function consists of two types of cost: installation 

cost and operation cost including the license fee paid to a 
third party and maintenance fee, denoted by 1iQ  and 2iQ , 
respectively. In addition, we reserve for a certain ratio  of 
total cost for scalability of a future network. Then the cost 
function can be represented as follows.  

1

2 1 21 4
g

i
Q Qi igf  

In general, installation cost of cellular module is a 
one-time cost, while operation cost is recurring in nature and 
operation period is expressed with . Installation cost of 
cellular module is particularly expensive, in order to control 
the cost, it is necessary to optimize the number of cellular 
modules. We can formulate the problem described above as 
an ILP problem as follows: 

Minimize  

max max

max ( ) 5
( )

it f gh
t g f g

 

Subject to  

Zig

1
, 1, (6 )
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r ij
j
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, 11, 1

2 1 2, , 1 (8)
max

, 1,i
k kk n

R r i g
d

 

3 9g n  
The objective function can be given through weighted 

stack   of   normalized network cost and transmission delay in 
(5). maxt g  represents the maximum delay produced in a 
report, while max ( )f g  represents the maximum network cost. 
There is a tradeoff between transmission delay and network 
cost, which can be determined according to the different 
requirements of users. Here, we choose coefficient  and 
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 as weight coefficient of delay and cost, respectively, 
1, and the values of  and  can be determined 

by users themselves.  
Since data is periodically generated in a group, the data 

transmission rate of the cellular module should be faster than 
the data generation rate within a group. Otherwise, data will 
be backlogged and overflow at buffer will happen. (6a), (6b) 
guarantee the amount of delivery data in a report period is 
greater than the amount of data need to transfer. In (7), 

ijl  stands for the maximum allowable end-to-end delay of 
thj  node in thi  group. Equation (7) restricts the delay 

generated by each relay node when send data to 
representative node is less than or equal to the maximum 
allowable delay of thj  node in thi  group. Inequality 
constraint (8) is the least number of poles that can be covered 
by cellular modules. R is the coverage of cellular module, 
and , 11, 1

max k kk n
d  represents the maximal distance between 

any two adjacent poles. In general, the coverage of cellular 
module is 100m-10 km. (8) ensures that all of the relay nodes 
in each group can be covered by cellular module.  

4 Performance Evalution 
Taking the actual situation into consideration, the distance 

between two substations can be as far as 50km. Moreover, 
the distance between two poles can be 0.5-1km, depending 
on geographical constraints and actual needs. Therefore, 
there can be 20-100 poles between two substations. In this 
section, we study a linear network with 100 relay nodes. In 
order to facilitate discussion, we assume that each relay node 
collects the same amount of data, taken as 4 kbytes/s [6]. 
Assume that the data rate of Zigbee is 31.25 kbytes/s [10], 
whereas the data rate of GSM is about 8 kbytes/s [15]. 

In this section, it is assumed that structure of thg group  is 
same with 1st  group, and 2nd group has the same structure 
with th 3 1i i g group. In the following simulations, 
we just choose 1st group and 2nd group for simulation and 
instructions. 

Fig.2 shows the effect of the number of groups g with 
respect to the delay. As can be seen from Fig.2, it is obvious 
that increasing the number of groups reduces the delay both 
in 1st  group and 2nd  group. However, the diminishing 

tendency of it  becomes flat. When the number of group is 

larger than 10, the potential improvement in it is small. In 
this situation, we can focus on the cost of cellular modules 
only. According to the constraint condition (6a), (6b), we get 
the number of groups is 7 at least. 

In this paper, we assume that operating cost of optical 
fiber is 1x, in general, the installation cost of cellular module 
is 25-50x and operation cost is 5-20x, while installation cost 
and operation cost of Zigbee are 1x and 2x, respectively [8]. 
The pricing scheme 1:10:2 is taken which means that the 
proportion of operating cost between optical fiber, cellular 
and Zigbee is 1:10:2. Here, the installation cost of cellular 
module is  set   to  30 x. In addition, we take 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 as 
the value of  scalability , and parameter is 1 year. Fig.3 
shows the impact of the number of groups on network design 

cost under the different extensibility. As can be seen clearly 
from Fig.3, network cost increases linearly with increasing   
the number of groups and it increases gradually for bigger  
parameters. To some extent, the bigger  parameter denotes 
the more scalable capability of   fault   tolerance.  
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Fig. 2: Effect of the number of groups to delay 
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Fig. 3: Effect of the number of groups to network design 
cost 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, a novel model has been proposed for 
monitoring network design for overhead transmission line in 
smart grid, which takes network cost and transmission delay 
into consideration. Then the deployment problem of cellular 
module in the actual operation has been transformed into an 
ILP problem. Thus, the optimal number and location of 
cellular modules can be determined. It is shown that the 
performance of this network model can be further improved 
by choosing the location of cellular modules. The 
transmission delay improvement made by the proposed 
model is significant. Furthermore, there is a tradeoff between 
network cost and transmission delay, which can be 
determined according to the different requirements of users. 
The results of this paper are helpful for developers of smart 
grid to balance the transmission delay and network cost. As 
faults are inevitable in WSN which may cause serious 
consequences in terms of human life, environment impact 
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and economic loss, it is crucial to determine which nodes of 
the network are working and which are faulty and to 
eliminate these failures immediately to resume normal work 
of WSN. In the future, the cost efficient fault tolerant 
network model will be studied by setting backup relay node 
in failure prone nodes. 
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